
The Government’s spending cuts –  
is there opportunity in austerity?
By Gavin Hilton, Director of Customer Experience, RAPP



RAPP used the Trajectory Partnership to quiz a 2,048 strong representative sample of the UK 

population about the impact of the Government’s spending cuts outlined in October 2010. 

The aim was clear. We knew the spending review would impact not just on the public sector but on 

the private sector as well. We knew the cuts, on top of a recession, would inevitably force changes 

in consumer behaviour – changes likely to be the most significant in decades. We needed to know 

what those changes would be and, crucially, what they would mean for brands and their marketing. 

The research findings – which gel together our own proprietary data with ONS and Institute  

of Fiscal Studies data - paint a picture of an anxious, nervous nation. A nation that believes  

their own spending – and overall spending – will be negatively impacted across most areas,  

particularly health and education.

A nation where the poorest and the more well off will have to cut back more than middle Britain.

A nation that is increasingly adopting a series of “coping” strategies and undergoing  

key behavioural changes that ultimately will require brands to refine and adapt their  

marketing strategies.

The findings throw up major challenges for brands - but also opportunities.

Welcome to Austerity Britain.

Gavin Hilton,  

Director of Customer Experience

Executive summary



The top line findings

of UK consumers feel that the spending cuts will  

damage consumer confidence (10% disagree)

believe they will result in a reduction in overall 
consumer spending (6% disagree). 

believe the cuts will mean a reduction 

in their own spending (13% disagree).

62%

72%

61%



Who will be hit hardest?

Paul Flatters. Managing Partner, The Trajectory Partnership

Who’ll feel the pinch?

http://www.youtube.com/user/RAPPUKMARKETING?feature=mhum#p/c/6587A107BFD05212/6/lxE1ty1J8hg
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Poorest Richest

The middle deciles will feel the pinch the 

least – the very poorest and most wealthy 

will be hit hardest

As the table below highlights, it is the poorest and the more well off who will be impacted most, curbing their spending to a 

greater degree than middle Britain.

Clearly, however, those in the top income deciles have more money to spend – at the “richest” end just over £47,000 is  

spent annually on goods and services compared to £10,800 at the poorest end. Those earning most clearly have more  

room to manouevre than those in the lower income deciles - more scope for cutting back and adapting in different ways.

So much for the ‘squeezed middle’...

Impact on expenditure of tax and benefit measures to be in place by 2014–15,  

by income decile (% change)   Source: Trajectory



Looking at how discretionary spending will be hit by sector, education (private) and health will suffer most with food and 

alcohol and tobacco seeing the least negative impact.

Not great news for holiday companies – and in absolute expenditure terms the research shows that it’s the upper income 

deciles that will cut back the most here. 

A challenging scenario too for charities. The findings show:

 8% say they will cancel one or more direct debits to charity

 16% say they won’t abe able to afford to support the same amount of charities

 17% say they won’t be able to give as much to the charities they currently support

 19% think it is now more important to support UK charities than overseas ones

 8% will try to support the charities hit most by the Government cuts 

The findings show that as everyone tightens their belts charities will increasingly have to compete not just with other charities 

but with other categories for a share of this smaller pot of discretionary spend.

Fundraising strategies will clearly need to adapt and be refined with an increased emphasis on graphically demonstrating why 

donations are needed and what impact the money is having. CRM strategies will need to deepen and as consumers generally 

become more insular there will be real reward in demonstrating local value. 

Impact of cutbacks  
by sector

Discretionary spending areas affected the most

Impact on expenditure of tax and benefit measures to be in place by 2014–15,  

by category (% change)   Source: Trajectory
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Looking at the results by family type, it is clear that families with children – who spend the most per week – will be forced to 

cut back the most, thanks to the changes to child benefit announced recently.
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Families with kids spend the most per household...

Expenditure on goods and services, by family type (£ per week)

Different family types spend different amounts   Source: ONS
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...and they’ll cut back the most

Impact on expenditure of tax and benefit measures to be in  

place by 2014–15, by family type (% change)

Different family types spend different amounts   Source: Trajectory
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Adapting to  
Austerity Britain: 
How consumers will cope



The research shows that consumers, already hit by recession, are adopting a series of coping strategies in the wake of 

Austerity Britain. Seven coping strategies were identified.

Rhea Simnett. Head of Insight, RAPP

Consumer reaction

http://www.youtube.com/user/RAPPUKMARKETING?feature=mhum#p/c/6587A107BFD05212/7/cC8XjaJlxB8


BEHAVIOUR APPLICATION

STOP Not going at all

REDUCE Beach or ski, not both

MANAGE Travelsupermarket.com, Laterooms vs Booking.com

DOWNGRADE 3* not 4, Easyjet not British Airways 

SMART 2 weeks for the price of one, collecting Airmiles

SWAP Cornwall not Tuscany, Bognor not Benidorm

TREAT No main holiday? Have a spa mini break instead

STRATEGY HOW IT WORKS

STOP Not buying at all or delaying purchases until an unspecified time in the future 

REDUCE Consuming less; reducing the volume bought (volume or frequency) 

MANAGE Managing costs through discounts, volume offers, and shopping around

DOWNGRADE Trading down, downgrading, or buying a lesser quality item 

SMART  Accumulating and redeeming points, prizes and linked offers

SWAP Using a different means to achieve the same aim

TREAT Buying small treats to reduce feeling of deprivation caused by the 6 other behaviours 

And this is one example of how the coping strategies work in reality....

There is clear evidence from the research that these coping strategies have been adopted by some during the recession but 

that the spending cuts will accelerate and increase their adoption.

Coping strategies:

I want: a holiday



Respondents were also asked to agree or otherwise with the statement:

“I will cancel one or more of my direct debits to charity”

Some 10% agreed strongly with 9% saying they slightly agreed. Exactly 15% neither agreed or disagreed and only 2% slightly 

disagreed. A mere 1% said they strongly disagreed.

I have always  

done this / this 

has always  

 been the case

I seriously intend to 

start doing this as a 

result of the current 

economic situation

I started doing  

this recently / or  

in recent years

54%22% 17% 7%

1. Stop. 
I/we don’t go on an annual holiday

Coping strategies:



Still on charitable giving, respondents were asked to agree or otherwise with the statement:

“I won’t be able to give as much to the charities I currently support”

Some 7% agreed strongly with a further 10% agreeing slightly. A further 18% said they neither agreed or disagreed with  

2% slightly disagreeing and only 1% saying they strongly disagreed.

Agree 

strongly

Neither agree 

nor disagree

Slightly 

disagree

Strongly 

disagree

Slightly  

agree

29% 25% 27% 8% 3%

2. Reduce. 
I don’t anticipate any change to my charitable giving

Coping strategies:



Still on the “Manage” coping strategy, respondents were asked if they switched their savings often to get the best rate of interest.

 25% said they had always done this

 13% said they had started doing this recently

 10% said they seriously intended to do this as a result of the current economic situation 

Consumers were also asked if they searched for cheaper utilities when prices go up.

 37% said they had always done this

 20% said they had started doing this recently

 11% said they seriously intended to do this as a result of the current economic sitution

I have always  

done this / this 

has always  

 been the case

I seriously intend to 

start doing this as a 

result of the current 

economic situation

I started doing  

this recently / or  

in recent years

49% 17%25% 7%

3. Manage. 
I shop around for groceries to get the best deal

Coping strategies:



The research shows that it’s not just the mid or lower income families that are trading down on their shopping – the growth in 

the upper income deciles using the likes of Lidl and Aldi is growing exponentially. It’s now cool to be shopper savvy. 

6% 26%28%40%

4. Downgrade. 
I use cheaper supermarkets where I can

Coping strategies:

I have always  

done this / this 

has always  

 been the case

I seriously intend to 

start doing this as a 

result of the current 

economic situation

I started doing  

this recently / or  

in recent years



8% 20%36%36%

5. Smart. 
I search online for vouchers and discount codes

Coping strategies:

I have always  

done this / this 

has always  

 been the case

I seriously intend to 

start doing this as a 

result of the current 

economic situation

I started doing  

this recently / or  

in recent years

Consumers were also asked if they look out for incentives such as cashback when signing up for new financial products.

34% said they had always done this

18% said they had recently started doing this

7% said they seriously intend to start doing this as a result of the current economic situation



Still on the “Swap” coping strategy, consumers were also asked if they watched films/DVDs at home rather than going to the cinema.

 46% said they had always done this

 22% said they had recently started doing this

 5% said they seriously intended to start doing this as a result of the current economic situation

When it came to asking whether they drank at home now rather than going to the pub:

 36% said they had always done this

 22% said they had recently started doing this

 5% said they seriously intended to start doing this as a result of the current economic situation

I have always  

done this / this 

has always  

 been the case

I seriously intend to 

start doing this as a 

result of the current 

economic situation

I started doing  

this recently / or  

in recent years

52% 18%24% 6%

6. Swap. 
Instead of going out for dinner, I cook at home

Coping strategies:



On “Treat” consumers were also asked if they now tried to buy quality items so that they last longer:

 55% said they had always done this

 20% said they had started doing this recently

 6% said they seriously intended to start doing this as a result of the current economic situation 

I have always  

done this / this 

has always  

 been the case

I seriously intend to 

start doing this as a 

result of the current 

economic situation

I started doing  

this recently / or  

in recent years

43%4%38% 15%

7. Treat. 
I invest in home entertainment where I can  
e.g. Sky TV, sound systems

Coping strategies:



Three key changes in 
consumer behaviour

Gavin Hilton. Director of Customer Experience, RAPP

Winning: who; how; why. Part 1.

Part 2.

http://www.youtube.com/user/RAPPUKMARKETING?feature=mhum#p/c/6587A107BFD05212/5/rJz1K0oV4mQ
http://www.youtube.com/user/RAPPUKMARKETING?feature=mhum#p/c/6587A107BFD05212/4/yTsH8bJk52M


Our research identified three key changes in consumer behaviour that provide challenges – and in 

some cases opportunities – for brands. We liken it to the “velvet rope” seen so often outside private 

clubs. Consumers now have their own individual velvet rope and it’s all about brands getting on the 

right side of it, becoming important enough to guarantee entry into people’s lives. 

The big self:
Forget David Cameron’s ‘Big Society’ – the research clearly shows it’s all about “The Big Self. “ We’re in an era 

of retrenchment where consumers will focus increasingly on doing the right thing - for themselves. Our research 

clearly shows that people are becoming more selfish, establishing ‘Fortress Me.’

Their circle of perceived responsibility is diminishing. Asked where they would have have made cuts, old  

people cut schools. Young people cut pensions. The Scottish make cuts to the English budget and vice versa.

Part of “Fortress Me” also revolves around people staying in more. People are, and will increasingly, look to  

home based entertainment – intertainment as we call it. So that provides opportunities for anyone, for example, 

who can help turn a living room into a cinema, who can provide the equipment and programming that keeps  

people in their “Fortress.”

Irrational economics:
After two decades of freewheeling spending consumers are starting to redefine what is a necessity and a luxury. 

It’s about protecting their sense of self and identity so it may be about cutting back in one area but preserving 

spending on something that may once have been perceived to be a luxury. Consumers want to be left to decide  

for themselves what constitutes a necessity.

One quote from our research highlights this graphically with a respondent declaring: “We’ve stopped  

going to visit the in-laws but I couldn’t imagine life without my organic vegetable delivery.” 

Newtility:
Now, it’s not just about value for money. It’s about the value of my time, putting a value on my attention,  

the value of my assets. 

For example, http://attn.me/ is a service designed to allow companies wanting to email you to compete by  

price for your attention.

There is also increased potential for consumers using “idling capacity” in a variety of ways. For example, the 

average car lies idle for 23 hours a day – and services are appearing that allow others to rent some of this capacity. 

It’s part of a genre described by authors Rachel Botsman and Roo Rogers as “Collaborative Consumption” which 

describes the rapid explosion in swapping, sharing, bartering, trading and renting being reinvented through the 

latest technologies and peer-to-peer marketplaces in ways and on a scale never possible before. 

Then, of course, there are already established services like eBay that let you sell what you don’t want any more. 

Newtility, we believe, will grow dramatically in Austerity Britain where it will be about an experience,  

not necessarily ownership.

Three key changes in 
consumer behaviour



The scenario outlined by the research and our analysis represents enormous challenges for brands and their marketing –  

but also, clearly, opens up opportunities for those who can react and adapt to shifting consumer behaviour. Increasingly it’s 

not going to be about the brands that shout the loudest but brands that deliver the highest practical and emotional utility to 

their customers. To do that they will have to get closer to their customers than ever before, rely on really sweating the data  

and creating actionable insight that will help win traction, influence and advocacy.

Austerity Britain is clearly here. Those brands that rise to the challenge, embrace and leverage consumer behavioural  

change, will be the ones that continue to prosper, the ones that get beyond that all important velvet rope.

Conclusions
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